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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new nonmonotonic interior point backtracking strategy to modify the reduced
projective a$ne scaling trust region algorithm for solving optimization subject to nonlinear equality and
linear inequality constraints. The general full trust region subproblem for solving the nonlinear equality and
linear inequality constrained optimization is decomposed to a pair of trust region subproblems in horizontal
and vertical subspaces of linearize equality constraints and extended a$ne scaling equality constraints. The
horizontal subproblem in the proposed algorithm is de4ned by minimizing a quadratic projective reduced
Hessian function subject only to an ellipsoidal trust region constraint in a null subspace of the tangential
space, while the vertical subproblem is also de4ned by the least squares subproblem subject only to an
ellipsoidal trust region constraint. By introducing the Fletcher’s penalty function as the merit function, trust
region strategy with interior point backtracking technique will switch to strictly feasible interior point step
generated by a component direction of the two trust region subproblems. The global convergence of the
proposed algorithm while maintaining fast local convergence rate of the proposed algorithm are established
under some reasonable conditions. A nonmonotonic criterion should bring about speeding up the convergence
progress in some high nonlinear function conditioned cases.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider an a$ne scaling projective reduced Hessian trust region algorithm
with interior point backtracking technique for solving minimization problem subject to the nonlinear
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equality and linear inequality constraints:
min f(x)
s:t: c(x) = 0;
Qx¿ b;
(1.1)
where f: Rn → R is smooth nonlinear function and c(x): Rn → Rm(m+ l¡n) is vector nonlinear
function, matrix QTdef=[q1; : : : ; ql]∈Rn×l, vector b∈Rl. There are quite a few articles proposing
sequential quadratic programming methods with trust region idea for solving this problem subject
only to nonlinear equality constraints but no about linear inequality constraints (see [2,3,12,17]).
Most existing methods for solving optimization subject only to linear inequality constraints generate
sequences of points in the interior of the feasible set with the linear inequality constraints. Bonmans
and Pola in [1] also proposed an interior trust region algorithm for only solving the minimum
optimization with linear constraints c(x) = Ax − b and nonnegative constraint x¿ 0 where matrix
A∈Rm×n and vector b∈Rm. However, the research direction generated by trust region subproblem
must satisfy the strictly feasible of nonnegative constraint about variable which should bring about
the di$culties of computation (see [21]). Recently, Coleman and Li in [5] presented a trust region
a$ne scaling interior point algorithm for the minimization problem subject only to linear inequality
constraints, that is,
min f(x)
s:t: Qx¿ b:
(1.2)
The basic idea can be summarized as follows: when xk is the current strictly feasible interior point
iterate and  is an approximation to the Lagrange multiplier of problem (1.2), the scaling matrix Dk
and the diagonal matrix Ck are de4ned as follows:
D(x)def=diag{Qx − b} and Dkdef=D(xk);
C(x)def=diag{||} and Ckdef=C(xk): (1.3)
dk is a solution based on the trust region subproblem
min qk(d)
def=∇fTk d+ 12 dTBkd+ 12 dTQTS−1=2k CkS−1=2k Qd
s:t: ‖(d; S−1=2k Qd)‖26Ik
(1.4)
with Sk = Dk , or Sk = JDk , another scaling matrix given in [5], where ∇fk =∇f(xk); d= x − xk ; Bk
is either ∇2f(xk) or its approximation. Let  ∗k [dk] be denoted to the minimum value of qk(s) along
the direction dk within the feasible interior point trust region, i.e.,
 ∗k [dk]
def=qk(∗kdk)
def={qk(dk); s:t: ‖(dk ; S−1=2k Qdk)‖6Ik ; xk + dk ∈}: (1.5)
An approximate trust region solution will be damped in order to obtain the strict interior feasibility.
The damping parameter k ∈ (0; 1], for some constant 0 ∈ (0; 1) and k−1=O(‖dk‖2). The damping
step sk satisfying xk + sk ∈ along dk is de4ned as
sk
def=kdk ; k
def=k∗k : (1.6)
The trust region a0ne scaling interior point method (TRAM) proposed in [5] by using the trust
region radius is adjusted for nonlinearity and feasibility, that is, an iteration satis4es a force of the
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trust region rule and another force of the feasibility. Set the transformation d̂=S−1=2k Qd, trust region
subproblem (1.4) is equivalent to the following problem in original variables space:
min
(d;̂d)∈Rn+m
J k(d; d̂)
def=∇fTk d+ 12 dTBkd+ 12 d̂TCkd̂
( JSk) s:t:S
1=2
k d̂= Qd
‖(d; d̂)‖26Ik :
Furthermore, based on satisfying the two trust region forces for adjusting nonlinearity and feasibility,
the global and local convergence properties of the TRAM algorithm were established in [5].
Trust region method may minimize the nonconvex quadratic model function within the trust re-
gion as a trial new interior point step. However, the search direction generated by the trust region
subproblem must satisfy the strictly feasible, such as Q(xk + d)¿b in (1.2) which should bring
about the di$cult and complexity of computation. It is possible that the trust region subproblem
with the strictly feasible constraint needs to be resolved many times before obtaining an acceptable
strictly feasible interior point step, and hence the total computation for completing one iteration
might be expensive and di$cult (see [9]). Specially, the interior point acceptable step based on trust
region subproblem may be solved much di$cult. The trust region strategy in association with line
search technique for solving unconstrained optimization suggested in [11] motivates to switch to the
line search technique by employing the interior point backtracking steps at trial step which may be
unaccepted in trust region strategy and may be infeasible, since the trial step should provide a di-
rection of su$cient descent. The nonmonotonic line search technique and nonmonotone trust region
algorithm for solving unconstrained optimization are proposed by Grippo et al. in [8] and Deng et al.
in [6], respectively. The nonmonotonic idea and backtracking technique motivate to further study
the a$ne scaling trust region reduced projected Hessian algorithm with interior point backtracking
technique, because monotonicity may cause a series of very small steps if the contours of objec-
tive function f are a family of curves with large curvature and the line backtracking technique is
easy to switch direction of the trust region solution to reach in the feasible interior point of linear
inequality constraints. The QR decomposition of the a$ne scaling matrix and tangential matrix of
equality constraints is performed into a general trust region subproblem in the null subspace and the
range subspace of nonlinear equality constraints and extended a$ne scaling equality constraints. The
general full trust region method will be decomposed to a pair of horizontal subspace and vertical
subspace trust region subproblems. The trust region horizontal subproblem in the proposed algorithm
is de4ned by minimizing a quadratic projective reduced Hessian function subject only to an ellipsoid
trust region constraint in the null subspace of the tangential subspace and the trust region vertical
subproblem is de4ned by the least squares subproblem subject only to an ellipsoidal trust region con-
straint. It is clear to see that two subproblems are easy-to-implement. In order to obtain the global
convergence, it is necessary to introduce the Fletcher’s penalty function as merit function in the
proposed algorithm. Trust region strategy with interior point backtracking technique will switch to a
feasible interior point step generated by a component direction of the two trust region subproblems.
The global convergence of the proposed algorithm while maintaining fast local convergence rate of
the proposed algorithm are established under some reasonable conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the algorithm which combines the
techniques of trust region, strictly feasible interior point, projective reduced Hessian, a$ne scaling
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and nonmonotonic backtracking search. In Section 3, weak global convergence of the proposed algo-
rithm is established. Strong global convergence properties and local convergence rate are discussed
in Section 4.
2. Algorithm
In this section, we propose an a$ne scaling trust region projective reduced Hessian method with
nonmonotonic interior point backtracking technique for nonlinear equality and linear inequality con-
strained optimization (1.1). The trust region subproblem for the tangential space of the equality
constraints and extended a$ne scaling constraints involves choosing an a$ne scaling matrix and
a quadratic model of the projective reduced Lagrange function. We motivate our choice of scaling
matrix by examining the optimality conditions for (1.1).
The basic idea can be summarized as follows: Let A(x)def=∇c(x) = [∇c1(x); : : : ;∇cm(x)]∈Rn×m.
Assuming A(x) has full column rank. Let
l(x; ; ) = f(x)− Tc(x)− T(Qx − b) (2.1)
be the Lagrange function of problem (1.1), where the Lagrange multipliers ∈Rm; 06 ∈Rl.
Optimality conditions for problem (1.1) are well established.
A feasibility x∗ ∈def={x | c(x)= 0; Qx¿ b} is said to be stationary point for problem (1.1) which
is called the 4rst-order necessary condition, if there exist two vectors ∗ ∈Rm; 06 ∗ ∈Rl such that
diag{Qx∗ − b}∗ = 0 and ∇f(x∗)− A∗∗ − QT∗ = 0: (2.2)
Strict complementarity is said to hold at x∗ if |i∗|¿ 0, i = 1; : : : ; m and at least one of the two
inequalities qTi x∗− bi ¿ 0, and i∗¿ 0; (i=1; : : : ; l) holds, that is, |i∗|¿ 0, i=1; : : : ; m, and |qTj x∗−
bj|+ |j∗|¿ 0, j = 1; : : : ; l, where i∗, bi and i∗ are the ith component of the vectors ∗, b and ∗,
respectively.
The trust region subproblem arise naturally from the Newton step for the 4rst-order necessary
conditions for problem (1.1). Ignoring primal and dual feasibility of the inequality constraints, the
4rst-order necessary condition of (1.1) can be expressed as an (n + m + l) by (n + m + l) system
of nonlinear equation:
∇f(x)− A(x)− QT = 0;
c(x) = 0;
diag{Qx − b} = 0: (2.3)
For any x∈Rn; ∈Rm; ∈Rl;
( x


)
denotes the vector in R(n+m+l) with the 4rst n components equal
to x, the second m components to  and the last l components equal to . The Newton step
(
Ixk
Ik
Ik
)
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for the above equation:
W (xk ; k ; k) −Ak −QT
ATk 0 0
diag{k}Q 0 Dk


Ixk
Ik
Ik
=−

∇fk − Akk − QTk
ck
Dkk
 ; (2.4)
where Dk
def=diag{Qxk − b} and W (xk ; k ; k)def=∇2xxl(xk ; k ; k). In order to globalize, we employ to
replacing diag{k} by Ckdef=diag{|k |} which was suggested by Coleman and Li in [5], that is, (2.4)
can be rewritten as follows:
Wk −Ak −QT
ATk 0 0
CkQ 0 Dk


Ixk
Ik
Ik
=−

∇fk − Akk − QTk
ck
Dkk
 ; (2.5)
where Wk
def=W (xk ; k ; k).
The modi4ed Newton step can be shown to su$ciently approximate the exact Newton step,
asymptotically, to achieve fast convergence. Using the augmented quadratic as the objective function
of the model, a trust region consistent with the modi4ed Newton step dk =IxNk in the null subspace
of ATk is
min∇fTk d+ 12 dTBkd+ 12 dT(QTD−1=2k CkD−1=2k Q)d
s:t:ATk d=−ck ;
‖(d;D−1=2k Qd)‖26Ik ; (2.6)
where Bk is either Wk or its approximation, Ik is the trust region radius. Set the transformation
d̂=D−1=2k Qd, trust region subproblem (2.6) is equivalent to the following problem in original variable
space:
minq˜(d; d̂)def=∇fTk d+ 12 dTBkd+ 12 d̂TCkd̂
s:t:ATk d=−ck ; D1=2k d̂= Qd;
‖(d; d̂)‖26Ik : (2.7)
Moreover, the modi4ed Newton step (dk ; d̂k) is a minimizer of the augment quadratic model
min ∇fTk d+ 12 dTBkd+ 12 d̂TCkd̂ (2.8)
s:t:
[
ATk 0
Q S1=2k
](
d
d̂
)
=−
(
ck
0
)
‖(d; d̂)‖26Ik (2.9)
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with Sk =Dk
def=diag{Qxk − b}, (or another Sk = JDk , an approximation to Dk suggested in [5]). From
(2.8) to (2.9), ignoring the trust region constraint, we have that
(
dk
d̂k
)
and
(
k+1
k+1
)
solve the following
equations:
[
Bk 0
0 Ck
] [
ATk Q
0 −D−1=2k
]
[
Ak 0
QT −D1=2k
]
0


(
dk
d̂k
)
(
k+1
k+1
)
=−

(∇fk
0
)
(
ck
0
)
 : (2.10)
Assuming
[
Ak
0
Q
−D1=2k
]
has full row rank, then QR decomposition can be performed, that is,[
ATk 0
Q −D1=2k
]
= [Yk Zk]
[
Rk
0
]
; (2.11)
where [Yk Zk] is an orthonormal matrix, Rk is nonsingular upper triangular matrix. The column
vectors of Zk form an orthonormal basis for the null subspace JN
([
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
])
, i.e.,
[
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
]
Zk=0:
Clearly,
Y (x)TZ(x) = 0 Y (x)TY (x) = In+l; Z(x)TZ(x) = Im;
Y (x)Y (x)T + Z(x)Z(x)T = In+m+l:
Denote the Hessian of the Lagrange function in (2.8), constraint matrix and gradient vector in (2.9),
as follows:
Hk
def=
(
Bk 0
0 Ck
)
; A˜Tk
def=
(
ATk 0
Q −S−1=2k
)
; ∇f˜kdef=
(∇fk
0
)
; c˜k
def=
(
ck
0
)
:
Let
U =
(
[Y Z] 0
0 I
)
;
an orthogonal matrix of order n+ m+ 2l. System (2.10) can then be written as
Uk
(
Hk A˜k
A˜k 0
)
UkUTk

(
dk
d̂k
)
(
k+1
k+1
)
=−UTk
(
∇f˜k
c˜k
)
; (2.12)
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that is,

Yk
[
Bk 0
0 Ck
]
Yk Yk
[
BTk 0
0 Ck
]
Zk Rk
ZTk
[
Bk 0
0 Ck
]
Yk ZTk
[
Bk 0
0 Ck
]
Zk 0
RTk 0 0


[
dyk
d̂yk
]
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
[
k+1
k+1
]

=−

Y Tk ∇f˜k
ZTk ∇f˜k
c˜k
 :
We now consider to omitting the ZTk HkYk = Z
T
k
(
Bk
0
0
Ck
)
Yk term suggested by Nocedal and Overton
[10] (see also [4]). The system now reduces to solving
RTk
(
dyk
d̂yk
)
=−
(
ck
0
)
; (2.13)
ZTk
(
BTk 0
0 Ck
)
Zk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
=−ZTk
(∇fk
0
)
; (2.14)
(
dk
d̂k
)
= Yk
(
dyk
d̂yk
)
+ Zk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
; (2.15)
xk+1 = xk + dk: (2.16)
The projective reduced Hessian of system (2.14) is ZTk HkZk . Therefore, based on system (2.14), we
de4ne our quadratic model in the trust region subproblem in the null subspace JN
([
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
])
as
follows:
min k(dz; d̂z)
def=
[
ZTk
(∇fk
0
)]T( dz
d̂z
)
+
1
2
(
dz
d̂z
)T
(ZTk HkZk)
(
dz
d̂z
)
(Sk) s:t:
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
(
dz
d̂z
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣6Ik :
Let
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
be the solution of subproblem (Sk) and then set the step
(
dk
d̂k
)
= Zk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
in the null
subspace. The least-squares Lagrangian multipliers k and k :
gk
def=∇f(xk)− Akk − QTk; and
[
Ak QT
0 −D1=2k
][
k
k
]
L:S:=
[∇fk
0
]
: (2.17)
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Since the columns of Zk denote an orthonormal basis for the null space of
[
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
]
,
[
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
]
Zk=
0, ZTk Zk = Im. Therefore,
(
k
k
)
= R−1k Y
T
k
(
∇fk
0
)
, that is,(∇fk
0
)
−
(
Ak
0
)
k −
(
QT
D1=2k
)
k = ZkZTk
(∇fk
0
)
:
ZkZTk is denoted the orthogonal projection onto the null space of
[
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
]
, then
∇fTk gk =−
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ZkZTk
[∇fk
0
]∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
2
=−(‖∇fk − Akk − QTk‖22 + ‖D1=2k k‖22): (2.18)
It is clear to see that from the subproblem (Sk), a su$cient decrease of  k(dz; d̂z) measured against
the decrease from the damped minimizer ∇f(xk)Tgk leads to satisfaction of complementarity:
lim
k→∞
‖∇fk − Akk − QTk‖2 = 0 and lim
k→∞
‖D1=2k k‖2 = 0; (2.19)
which is equivalent to
lim
k→∞
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ZTk
[∇fk
0
]∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣= 0:
Eq. (2.19) establishes and su$cient condition concerning (dzk ; d̂
z
k), k+1 and k+1 when (d
z
k ; d̂
z
k)
solves the subproblem (Sk), which also implies that ZTk
[
∇fk
0
]
= 0 if and only if
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
= 0 is a
solution of the subproblem (Sk).
The general trust region methods for solving problem (1.1) is subproblems (2.8) and (2.9). It
is clearly to see that the solution of trust region subproblem is a full space. However, as is well
known, restricting the size of step with trust region radius may preclude us from satisfying the
linearize constraint ATk dk = −ck . In our algorithm, the full trust region subproblem is decomposed
a pair of trust region subproblem in the horizontal and vertical subspaces of the linearized equality
constraints and extended a$ne scaling equality constraints. In a current iteration xk of the proposed
algorithm, we 4rst solve the horizontal (tangential) trust region subproblem (Sk), and then compute
a step that lies within the trust region and satis4es the linearize equality constraint:
RTk
(
dyk
d̂yk
)
=−
(
ck
0
)
(2.20)
as much as possible. Eq. (2.20) is equivalent to[
ATk 0
Q D1=2k
](
dk
d̂k
)
= RTk Y
T
k
(
dk
d̂k
)
= RTk
(
dyk
d̂yk
)
=−
(
ck
0
)
;
which implies
Akdk =−ck ;
D1=2k d̂k = Qdk:
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It motivates to solve the linearize equality constraint which is done by de4ning the vertical (or
normal) subproblem of Akdk =−ck , but does not refer to D1=2k d̂k = Qdk :
min‖ATk v+ ck‖
(Rk) s:t:‖v‖6Ik ; v=−+Ak(ATk Ak)−1ck ;
where 0¡+∈R is a scaling parameter. This problem is a least-squares problem with an ellipsoidal
trust region constraint. It may have many solutions, but the solution vk is always chosen to lie in a
direction −Ak(ATk Ak)−1ck on the rang subspace R(Ak) of Ak . We now de4ne the total step by trust
region strategy as follows:
sk = dk + vk (2.21)
then set
xk+1 = xk + sk : (2.22)
We now describe trust region a$ne scaling projective reduced Hessian algorithm with a non-
monotonic interior point backtracking technique for solving problem (1.1). In order to decide the
acceptance of the new point at each iteration and to adjust the trust region radius, introducing
Fletcher’s penalty function as a merit function is necessary, since the nonlinear equality constraints
are infeasible and the linear inequality constraints are feasible. Fletcher’s penalty function is intro-
duced as follows:
F(x; -) = f(x)− (x)Tc(x)− (x)T(Qx − b) + -‖c(x)‖2; (2.23)
where - is a penalty parameter. Since each new point at each iteration is always feasible interior
point for linear inequality constraints, the penalty function does not refer to the penalty of linear
inequality constraints Qx¿ b. Since this function is diRerentiable we have
∇xF(x; -) =∇f(x)−∇(x)Tc(x)− A(x)(x)
−∇(x)T(Qx − b)− Q(x) + 2-A(x)c(x); (2.24)
where ∇(x) and ∇(x) are the order m× n and l× n matric, respectively, whose are the Jacobians
of the Lagrange multiplier estimates (x) and (x). Thus, at the kth iteration, in order to avoid to the
∇(x) and ∇(x) in (2.24), we used the approximate formulae, suggested by Powell and Yuan [14].
For the direction sk and the size of the step tk ¿ 0, the approximate formulae ∇xF(xk ; -k)Tsk ≈ /′k(tk)
is de4ned as follows:
/′k(tk)
def= ∇fTk sk − Tk ATk sk − Tk Qsk −
1
tk
[(xk + tksk)− k]Tck
− 1
tk
[(xk + tksk)− k](Qxk − b) + 2-k(ATk sk)Tck : (2.25)
In our algorithm and the penalty parameter - should be updated after each iteration by the formulae
below. Choose a ∈ (0; 12) and 0¡01 ¡02 ¡ 14 , for all k take
 k
def=‖Ak(ATk Ak)−1‖; bkdef=‖Mk‖def=‖ZTk HkZk‖; wkdef=‖W (xk ; k ; k)‖; (2.26)
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L′k =

‖(xk + tksk)− k‖
‖tksk‖ if tksk = 0;
0 otherwise;
(2.27)
L′′k =

‖(xk + dk)− k‖
‖dk‖ if dk = 0;
0 otherwise;
(2.28)
JL′k =

‖(xk + tksk)− k‖
‖tksk‖ if tksk = 0;
0 otherwise;
(2.29)
JL′′k =

‖(xk + dk)− k‖
‖dk‖ if dk = 0;
0 otherwise;
(2.30)
Lk =max{L′k ; L′′k ; JL′k ; JL′′k }; lk =max{4Lk; 1}; l̂k = (1− )lk + 2wk; (2.31)
4k =max
{
2 klk ;
l2k
202bk
;
l2k
01bk
;
l̂2k
(1− 2)2 +
l̂k k
(1− 2)
}
: (2.32)
Then updating the penalty parameter -k ,
-k =
{
-k−1 if -k−1¿ 4k ;
max{-k−1 + 0; 4k} otherwise;
(2.33)
where 0 is positive constant.
In order to use and adjust trust region strategy, we consider the actual change of the merit function:
Aredk(sk) = F(xk + sk ; -k)− F(xk ; -k) (2.34)
and an estimate of this change
Predk(sk) =∇fTk sk + 12 dTk Bkdk + 12 dTk (QTD−1=2k CkD−1=2k Q)dk
+ 12 [(xk + dk)− k]TATk sk
− [(xk + sk)− k]T(ck + 12 ATk sk) + 12 [(xk + dk)− k]TQsk
− [(xk + sk)− k]T(Qxk + 12 Qsk − b) + -k(‖ck + ATk sk‖2 − ‖ck‖2): (2.35)
Next we develop an a$ne scaling trust region interior algorithm which combines nonmonotonic
backtracking interior point line search technique based on the trust region subproblems (Sk) and
(Rk).
Algorithm. Initialization step: Choose parameters 5∈ (0; 12); !∈ (0; 1); 0¡71 ¡72 ¡ 1; 0¡81 ¡82
¡ 1¡83; 0¡01 ¡02 ¡ 14 ; 9¿ 0, positive integer M and positive constant 0. Let m(0)= 0. Choose
a symmetric matrix B0. Select an initial trust region radius I0 ¿ 0 and a maximal trust region radius
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Imax¿I0, give a starting feasible interior point x0 ∈ int( J)def={x |Qx¿b} for the linear inequality
constraint and a starting penalty weight parameter -0 ∈R. Set k = 0, go to the main step.
Main Step:
1. Evaluate fk , ∇f(xk), ck and Ak . Compute Dk = diag{Qxk − b} and compute a least squares
Lagrangian multiplier approximations k and k given in (2.17), that is, compute the multipliers:(
ATk Ak A
T
k Q
T
QAk QQT + Dk
)(
k
k
)
=−
(
ATk∇f(xk)
Q∇f(xk)
)
: (2.36)
Set Ck
def=diag{|k |}; gkdef=∇fk−Akk−QTk . Compute
[
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
]
and perform QR decomposition
of
(
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
)
given in (2.11).
2. If |∇f(xk)Tgk |1=2 + ‖ck‖6 9, stop with the approximate solution xk . Calculate the penalty param-
eter -k+1 by the updating formula (2.33).
3. Solve a step dk in form
(
dk
d̂k
)
= Zk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
based on the solution
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
of subproblem (Sk). Denote
vk the solution of subproblem (Rk).
4. Set
sk = dk + vk : (2.37)
5. Calculate the predicted reduction Predk(dk) given in (2.35) and the approximate directional deriva-
tive /′k(tk) given in (2.25) of the merit function F(x; -) at the point xk along the direction dk .
6. If at least one of the two following conditions:
/′k(tk)6− 01|∇fTk gk |1=2min
{ |∇fTk gk |1=2
bk
;Ik
}
− 0min
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
}
(2.38)
and
Predk(sk)6− 02|∇fTk gk |1=2min
{ |∇fTk gk |1=2
bk
;Ik
}
− 0min
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
}
(2.39)
does not hold, then set xk+1 = xk and Ik = 81Ik , go to step 4.
7. Choose tk = 1; !; !2; : : :, until the following inequality is satis4ed
F(xk + tksk ; -k)6F(xl(k); -l(k)) + 5tk/′k(tk); (2.40)
xk + tksk ∈ Jdef={x |Qx¿ b}; (2.41)
where F(xl(k); -l(k)) = max06j6m(k){F(xk−j; -k−j)}.
8. Set
hk =
{
tksk if xk + tksk ∈ int( J)def={x |Qx¿b};
k tksk otherwise;
(2.42)
xk+1 = xk + hk : (2.43)
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Here assume that for some constant 0 ∈ (0; 1); k ∈ [/0; 1); k − 1 = O(‖sk‖).
9. Calculate
Pred(hk) =∇fTk hk + 12 (hdk )TBkhdk + 12 (hdk )T(QTD−1=2k CkD−1=2k Q)hdk
+ 12 [(xk + h
d
k )− k]TATk hk + 12 [(xk + hdk )− k]TQhk
− [(xk + hk)− k]T(ck + 12 ATk hk)
− [(xk + hk)− k]T(Qxk + 12 Qhk − b)
+-k(‖ck + ATk hk‖2 − ‖ck‖2) (2.44)
with
hdk =
{
tkdk if xk + tksk ∈ int();
k tkdk otherwise;
[Ared(hk) = F(xl(k); -l(k))− F(xk + hk ; -k+1); (2.45)
7̂k =
[Ared(hk)
Pred(hk)
(2.46)
and take
Ik+1 =

[81Ik ; 82Ik] if 7̂k6 71;
(82Ik ;Ik] if 71 ¡7̂k ¡72;
(Ik ;min{83Ik ;Imax}] if 7̂k¿ 72:
(2.47)
10. Take m(k + 1) = min{m(k) + 1; M}, and update Bk to obtain Bk+1. Then set k ← k + 1 and go
to step 1.
Remark 1. In the subproblem (Sk),  k(dz; d̂z) is a local quadratic model of the projective reduced
Lagrange function l(x; ; ) around xk in the null space JN
([
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
])
. A candidate iterative direc-
tion dk=Zk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
is generated by minimizing  k(dz; d̂z) along only in the null space JN
([
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
])
within the ellipsoidal ball centered at xk with radius Ik .
Remark 2. The scalar tk given in step 7, denotes the step size along sk to the nonnegative boundary
of linear inequality constraints (2.41):
tk
def=min
{
− q
T
i xk − bi
qTi sk
∣∣∣∣− qTi xk − biqTi sk ¿ 0; i = 1; : : : ; l
}
(2.48)
with tk
def= +∞ if −(qTi xk − bi)=qTi sk6 0 for all i.
The scalar tk given in (2.48) is that an arbitrary step tksk to the point xk + tksk does not violate
any linear inequality constraints, qTk (xk + tksk)¿ bi holds for all i = 1; : : : ; l.
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3. Convergence analysis
We make the following assumptions in this section.
Assumption A1. The sequences of point {xk}, {xk +dk} and {xk + sk} generated by the algorithm is
contained in a compact set X; f(x) and c(x) are twice continuously diRerentiable on X; the matrix
A(x) has full column rank over X; {Bk} ⊂ Rn×n is bounded symmetric matrices.
Assumption A2. De4ne
Mk
def=ZTk
[
Bk 0
0 Ck
]
Zk; (3.1)
where Bk ≈ W (xk ; k ; k) and ‖Ck‖def=‖diag{|k |}‖ are bounded, i.e., there exists 0M ¿ 0 such that
‖Mk‖6 ‖Bk‖+ ‖Ck‖6 0M ; ∀k:
Assumption A3.
[
A(x)T
Q
0
−D(x)1=2
]
is assumed to have full row rank for all x∈X.
According to the assumptions, there are some positive constants  and w such that
 k
def=‖Ak(ATk Ak)−1‖6  ; wkdef=‖W (xk ; k ; k)‖6w ∀k:
Lemma 3.1. Under the Assumption A1, we have that
‖ck‖2 − ‖ck + ATk sk‖2¿ ‖ck‖min
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
}
; (3.2)
− 2(ATk sk)Tck¿ ‖ck‖min
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
}
: (3.3)
Proof. Consider the vertical trust region subproblem (Rk), set Jvk =−Ak(ATk Ak)−1ck :
(1) If ‖ Jvk‖6Ik , then +k = 1, implies that Jvk is a solution of subproblem (Rk). From[
ATk 0
Q −D1=2k
](
dk
d̂k
)
=
[
ATk 0
Q −D1=2k
]
Zk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
= 0
and hence ATk dk = 0 which means that A
T
k sk = A
T
k vk =−ck . So (3.2) and (3.3) are true.
(2) If ‖ Jvk‖¿Ik , then +k =Ik =‖ Jvk‖ is a feasible solution of subproblem (Rk). We have that from
ATk sk = A
T
k vk =−ck ,
−2(ATk sk)ck¿ ‖ck‖2 − ‖ck + ATk sk‖2¿ ‖ck‖2 −
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ATk (Ik Jvk‖ Jvk‖
)
+ ck
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2¿ Ik k ‖ck‖2;
where the last second inequality is deduced because of 1 − (1 − Ik =‖ Jvk‖)2¿Ik =‖ Jvk‖. Cases (1)
and (2) mean that the conclusions of Lemma 3.1 is true.
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Let (dzk ; d̂
z
k) denote a solution to subproblem (Sk). The 4rst-order necessary conditions subproblem
(Rk) imply that there exists <k¿ 0 such that
(Mk + <kI)
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
=−ZTk
[∇fk
0
]
(3.4)
with
<k
(
Ik −
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[
dzk
d̂zk
]∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
)
= 0: (3.5)
The second-order necessary conditions of (Sk), the projected reduced Hessian Mk + <kI is positive
semi-de4nite (see [7,16] or [20]).
It is well known from solving the trust region algorithms in order to assure the global convergence
of the proposed algorithm, it is a su$cient condition to show that at kth iteration the predicted
reduction de4ned by
’k(dk)
def=∇fTk dk + 12 dTk Bkdk + 12 dTk QTD−1=2k CkD−1=2k Qdk
which is obtained by the step dk from trust region subproblem, satis4es a su$cient descent condition.
Lemma 3.2. Let the step
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
be the solution of the trust region subproblem (Sk), assume that
Assumptions A1 and A2 hold, then there exists ¿ 0 such that the step dk satis6es the following
su0cient descent condition:
’k(dk)
def= k(dzk ; d̂
z
k)6− |∇fTk gk |1=2min
{
Ik ;
|∇fTk gk |1=2
‖Mk‖
}
(3.6)
for all ∇fk; gk , ‖Mk‖, and Ik . In fact, here = 12 and |∇fTk gk |1=2 =
√
||gk ||22 + ||D−1=2k Qgk ||22.
Proof. We de4ne
 k(dzk ; d̂
z
k)
def=
[
ZTk
(∇fk
0
)]T( dzk
d̂zk
)
+
1
2
((dzk)
T(d̂zk)
T)ZTk HkZk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
= ∇fTk dk +
1
2
dTk Bkdk +
1
2
dTk Q
TD−1=2k CkD
−1=2
k Qdk: (3.7)
Hence, the solution (dzk ; d̂
z
k) of the subproblem (Sk) is the su$cient descent (see [13] or [15]), we
can obtain that
− k(dzk ; d̂zk)¿ 12
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ZTk
(∇fk
0
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣min
Ik ;
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ZTk
(∇fk
0
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
‖Mk‖
 :
So, from
∣∣∣∣∣∣ZTk (∇fk0 )∣∣∣∣∣∣ = |∇fTk gk |1=2, and from (2.36), we have that Dkk = −Q[Akk + QTk −
∇fk] = Qgk . Therefore, (2.18) means that (3.6) holds.
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The following lemma show the relation between the gradient ∇fk of the objective function and
the step dk generated by the proposed algorithm. We can see from the lemma that the direction of
the trial horizontal step is a su$ciently descent direction.
Lemma 3.3. At the kth iteration, let
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
be generated in trust region subproblem (Sk), then the
step
(
dk
d̂k
)
= Zk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
satis6es
∇fTk dk =
[
ZTk
(∇fk
0
)]T( dzk
d̂zk
)
6− 1|∇fTk gk |1=2min
{
Ik ;
|∇fTk gk |1=2|
‖Mk‖
}
; (3.8)
where 1 ∈ (0; 14) is a constant.
Proof. Let (dzk ; d̂
z
k) denote a solution to (Sk), we can obtain
∇fTk dk =
[
ZTk
(∇fk
0
)]T( dzk
d̂zk
)
: (3.9)
The 4rst-order necessary conditions to subproblem (Sk) imply that there exists <k¿ 0 such that[
dzk
d̂zk
]
=−(Mk + <kI)+
{
ZTk
[∇fk
0
]}
(3.10)
with <k
(∣∣∣∣∣∣(dzk
d̂zk
)∣∣∣∣∣∣−Ik)= 0, where A+ is the Moore–Penrose generalized inverse of the matrix A.
Hence, the solution (dzk ; d̂
z
k) of the subproblem (Sk) satis4es the following inequality (see [15]):(
ZTk
(∇fk
0
))T( dzk
d̂zk
)
6− 1
2 ||Mk ||Ik +
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ZTk
(∇fk
0
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ZTk
(∇fk
0
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
2
Ik :
Since 2 ||Mk || +
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ZTk
(∇fk
0
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣6 2 max
{
2 ||Mk ||Ik ;
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ZTk
(∇fk
0
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
}
, we have that there exists
1 ∈ (0; 14) such that
(
ZTk
(∇fk
0
))T( dzk
d̂zk
)
6− 1
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ZTk
(∇fk
0
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣min
Ik ;
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ZTk
(∇fk
0
)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
‖Mk‖
 : (3.11)
Since
∣∣∣∣∣∣ZTk (∇fk0 )∣∣∣∣∣∣= |∇fTk gk |1=2 and (3.9), we have that the conclusion of the lemma holds.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that Assumptions A1–A3 hold. Further assume that the Lagrangian mul-
tiplier k is linear approximation, that is,
∣∣∣∣ 1tk Dk[(xk + tksk)− k]
∣∣∣∣ = o(‖sk‖ · ‖Dkk‖), then we
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have that
/′k(tk)6−03|∇fTk gk |1=2min
{ |∇fTk gk |1=2
bk
;Ik
}
+ ‖ck‖
(
lkIk − -k min
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
})
+o(|∇fTk gk |1=2Ik); (3.12)
where bk
def=‖Mk‖; 03 = 1.
Proof. Under Assumption A2, the Lagrangian multipliers k ; k can be computed via the normal
equations of (2.17), i.e.,[
ATk Ak A
T
k Q
T
QAk QQT + D(xk)
][
k
k
]
=−
[
ATk∇f(xk)
Q∇f(xk)
]
(3.13)
we can obtain that k; k satisfy
k =−(ATk Ak)−1ATk (∇fk − QTk); (3.14)
Dkk =−Q[Akk + QTk −∇fk] = Qgk; (3.15)
where
gk
def=∇fk − Akk − QTk = [I − Ak(ATk Ak)−1ATk ](∇fk − QTk): (3.16)
As (I − Ak(ATk Ak)−1ATk )vk = 0 and (I − Ak(ATk Ak)−1ATk )sk = (I − Ak(ATk Ak)−1ATk )dk , we have
(∇fk − Akk − QTk)Tsk = {[I − Ak(ATk Ak)−1ATk ](∇fk − QTk)}Tdk
=
[
ZTk
(∇fTk
0
)]T( dzk
d̂zk
)
:
Since (3.15) holds, and the Lagrangian multiplier k is linear approximation, we can assume that
by Dk = diag{Qxk − b}∣∣∣∣ 1tk [(xk + tksk)− k]T(Qxk − b)
∣∣∣∣
6O
(∣∣∣∣ 1tk Dk[(xk + tksk)− k]
∣∣∣∣)= o(‖sk‖ · ‖gk‖): (3.17)
Further, as ‖(xk + tksk)−‖6 lk tk‖sk‖, it is clear to see that from |∇fTk gk |=‖gk‖2 +‖D−1=2k Qgk‖2,
and ‖sk‖26 2I2k . So, from the de4nition of /′k(tk) and (3.3), we have that (3.12) holds.
Lemma 3.5. Assume that Assumptions A1–A3 and the assumption of Lemma 3.4 hold. Then we
have that
Predk(dk)6−1|∇fTk gk |1=2min
{ |∇fTk gk |1=2
bk
;Ik
}
+ ‖ck‖
(
lkIk − -kmin
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
})
+ o(|∇fTk gk |1=2Ik); (3.18)
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where bk
def=‖Mk‖.
Proof. By the de4nition of Predk(dk) and (3.2), (3.7), similar to prove (3.12), it is clear to see that
(3.18) holds.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that Assumptions A1–A3 hold. Then there exist 04; 05 ¿ 0 such that if
‖ck‖+ |∇fTk gk |1=2¿
(
bk +
1
 k
)
Ik (3.19)
we have
/′k(tk)6− 04|∇fTk gk |1=2min
{ |∇fTk gk |1=2
bk
;Ik
}
− 04‖ck‖min
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
}
; (3.20)
Predk(sk)6− 05|∇fTk gk |1=2min
{ |∇fTk gk |1=2
bk
;Ik
}
− 05‖ck‖min
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
}
; (3.21)
where bk
def=‖Mk‖ and 04 = 03=2; 05 = =2.
Proof. Let
/′k(tk) +
03
2
|∇fTk gk |1=2min
{ |∇fTk gk |1=2
bk
;Ik
}
+
-k‖ck‖
2
min
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
}
6− 03
2
|∇fTk gk |1=2min
{ |∇fTk gk |1=2
bk
;Ik
}
+ ‖ck‖
(
lkIk − -k2 min
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
})
≡ >k : (3.22)
We only prove that the right-hand side of (3.22) is not positive, and then take 04 =min{03=2; -k=2},
so (3.20) holds since the last term in (3.12) is o(|∇fTk gk |1=2Ik) which can be omitted.
If ‖ck‖¿Ik = k , then taking -k¿ 2lk k , the right-hand side of (3.22) is nonpositive.
If ‖ck‖6Ik = k , by the condition of the lemma ‖ck‖+ |∇fTk gk |1=2¿ (bk +1= k)Ik , we have that,
noting Ik6
|∇fTk gk |1=2
bk
,
>k6−032 |∇f
T
k gk |1=2Ik + (lkIk)‖ck‖ −
-k
2
‖ck‖2
6−03bk
2
I2k + (lkIk)‖ck‖ −
-k
2
‖ck‖2
= − 1‖ck‖2
[
02bk
2
92k − lk9k +
-k
2
]
≡ 4k(9k); (3.23)
where let ‖ck‖ = 0 and 9k =Ik =‖ck‖. If ‖ck‖= 0, the conclusion that the right-hand side of (3.22)
is nonpositive is obvious.
The maximum point of the quadratic function 4k(9k) when 9∗k = lk=03bk and the maximum value
is 4k(9∗k ) = l
2
k =203bk − -k=2. Hence, we have that l2k =03bk6 -k , then 4k(9∗k )6 0. So >k6 0.
Taking 04 = min{1=2; -k=2}, we have that the conclusion holds.
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Similar to the proof of inequality (3.20), taking 05 =min{1=2; -k=2} and l2k =21bk6 -k , we have
that the conclusion holds.
From Assumptions A1–A3, we know that the sequences of vectors k ; k ; Ak ; gk is bounded, and
hence 4k is bounded. Formula (2.33) shows that every time when the penalty weights change, their
values have to be increased by at least 0. Therefore, for su$ciently large k, -k+1¿ 4k + 0 must
hold. This means that for su$ciently large k, the penalty weights will remain the same, that is,
-k+1 = -k ≡ J- ∀ su$ciently large k:
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can assume that the penalty function F(x; -) de4ned by
Eq. (2.23) is independent of k. We use F(x; J-) to represent it,
F(x; J-) = f(x)− (x)Tc(x)− (x)T(Qx − b) + J-‖c(x)‖: (3.24)
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that Assumptions A1–A3 hold, when xk+1 = xk + sk , we have
|Aredk(sk)− Predk(sk)|=O(‖sk‖2): (3.25)
Further, there exists a positive constant ? such that for all k:
|Aredk(sk)− Predk(sk)|6 ?I2k ; (3.26)
where Aredk(sk) and Predk(sk) are de6ned in (2.34) and (2.35), respectively.
Proof. By the de4nition of Aredk(sk), we see that
Aredk(sk) =F(xk + sk ; -k)− F(xk ; -k)
= (∇fk − Akk)Tsk − [(xk + sk)− k]T(ck + ATk sk)
− (xk + sk)T(Q(xk + sk)− b) + k(Qsk − b)
+ -k(‖ck + ATk sk‖2 − ‖ck‖2) + O(‖sk‖2):
Hence,
Predk(sk)− Aredk(sk)
=12 d
T
k Bkdk +
1
2 d
T
k Q
TD−1=2k CkD
−1=2
k Qdk
+ 12 [(xk + dk)− k]TATk sk + 12 [(xk + dk)− k]TQsk
+ 12 [(xk + sk)− k]TATk sk + 12 [(xk + sk)− k]TQsk +O(‖sk‖2)
=O(‖sk‖2):
It is not di$cult to see that if xk is contained in the compact set X and f and ci are twice
continuously diRerentiable on X, then the O(‖sk‖2) term in the above equation is independent of k,
and hence from the de4nitions of dk; vk and the way we calculate dk and vk , we have
‖sk‖2 = ‖dk‖2 + ‖vk‖26 2I2k :
So, there exists 4¿ 0, such that (3.26) holds.
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We are now ready to state one of our main results, but it requires the following de4nition of rate
for inequality constraints along sk and dk :
@k
def=min
{
qTi dk
qTi sk
∣∣∣∣ qTi dkqTi sk ¿∞; i = 1; : : : ; l
}
;
with @k
def= +∞ if q
T
i dk
qTi sk
¿ 0 for all i.
Theorem 3.8. Assume that Assumptions A1–A3 hold and the strict complementarity of problem
(1.1) at every limit point holds. Let {xk}∈X be a sequence generated by the proposed algorithm.
Further assume that there exists a constant @¿ 0 such that the rate @k for inequality constraints
along sk and dk satis6es @k¿@, then
lim inf
k→∞
{|∇fkgk |1=2 + ‖ck‖}= 0: (3.27)
Proof. According to the acceptance rule (2.40), we have that for su$ciently large k,
Fk(xl(k); J-)− Fk(xk + tksk ; J-)¿− tk5/′k(tk): (3.28)
Taking into account that F(xl(k+1); J-)6max06j6m(k)+1 {F(xk+1−j; J-)} = F(xl(k); J-), means that se-
quence {F(xl(k); J-)} is nonincreasing for all large k and hence {F(xl(k); J-)} is convergent.
By (2.40) and (3.20), for all large k ¿M , we get
F(xl(k+1); J-)
6 max
06j6m(l(k)−1)
{F(xl(k)−j−1; J-)}+ tl(k)−15/′l(k)−1(tl(k)−1)
6 max
06j6m(l(k)−1)
{Fk(xl(k)−j−1; J-)}
− tl(k)−1504|∇fTl(k)−1gl(k)−1|1=2min
{
Il(k)−1;
|∇fTl(k−1)gl(k)−1|1=2
b
}
− tl(k)−1504‖cl(k)−1‖min
{
‖cl(k)−1‖; Il(k)−1 
}
: (3.29)
If the conclusion of the theorem is not true, there exists some 9¿ 0 such that
|∇fTk gk |1=2 + ‖ck‖¿ 29; k = 1; 2; : : : : (3.30)
This implies that for each k at least one of two following inequalities:
|∇fTk gk |1=2¿ 9 and ‖ck‖¿ 9: (3.31)
By (3.30), either
Fk(xl(k); J-)6Fk(xl(k)−1; J-)− tk5049min
{
Il(k)−1;
9
b
}
or
F(xl(k); J-)6F(xl(k)−1; J-)− tk5049min
{
9;
Il(k)−1
 
}
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holds. As {F(xl(k); J-)} is convergent, we obtain that from the above two inequalities:
lim
k→∞
tl(k)−1Il(k)−1 = 0
which implies that either
lim
k→∞
tl(k)−1 = 0 (3.32)
or
lim
k→∞
Il(k)−1 = 0: (3.33)
By the updating formula 8M+11 Il(k)−16Ik6 8
M+1
2 Il(k)−1, which means that from (3.33):
lim inf
k→∞
Ik = 0 (3.34)
which implies sik → 0, for all i, here sik is the ith component of sk .
Assume that tk given in step 7 is the stepsize to the boundary of inequality constraints along sk .
From (2.48):
tk
def=min
{
−q
T
i xk − bi
qTi sk
∣∣∣∣− qTi xk − biqTi sk ¿ 0; i = 1; : : : ; l
}
;
with tk
def= +∞ if −(qTi xk − bi)=qTi sk6 0 for all i. From (3.4), we have that
ZTk
[∇fk
0
]
+ (Mk + <kI)
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
= 0:
From [
ATk 0
Q −D1=2k
](
dk
d̂k
)
=
[
ATk 0
Q −D1=2k
]
Zk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
= 0;
we have that there exist Lagrangian multipliers k+1; k+1, such that
ZkZTk
[∇fk
0
]
=
(∇fk
0
)
−
[
Ak
0
]
k+1 −
[
QT
−D1=2k
]
k+1:
From (3.4), we have that ZTk Zk = I ,
[
dk
dˆk
]
= Zk
[
dzk
dˆzk
]
,
Zk(Mk + <kI)ZTk
[
dk
d̂k
]
=−ZkZTk
[∇fk
0
]
=−
(∇fk
0
)
+
[
Ak
0
]
k+1 +
[
QT
−D1=2k
]
k+1
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and In+m = YkY Tk + ZkZ
T
k , YkY
T
k
[
dk
d̂k
]
= 0. Therefore,
(ZkMkZTk + <kI)
[
dk
d̂k
]
=−
(∇fk
0
)
+
[
Ak
0
]
k+1 +
[
QT
−D1=2k
]
k+1: (3.35)
From d̂k = D
−1=2
k Qdk , there exists k+1 such that
qTi dk = (q
T
i xk − bi)1=2d̂ik =−
(qTi xk − bi)ik+1
<k + |ik+1|
;
where d̂ik and 
i
k+1 are the ith component of the vectors d̂k and k+1, respectively.
Hence, from assumptions of the theorem, there exists j∈{1; : : : ; l} such that
tk =−
qTj xk − bj
qTj sk
=−q
T
j xk − bj
qTj dk
qTj dk
qTj sk
¿@
<k + |jk+1|
|jk+1|
¿@
<k + |jk+1|
‖k+1‖∞ : (3.36)
From (3.35), we have that[
Ak
0
]
k+1 +
[
QT
−D1=2k
]
k+1 =
[∇fk
0
]
+ (ZTk MkZk + <kI)
[
dk
d̂k
]
:
Since
[
ATk
Q
0
−D1=2k
]
has full row rank in the compact set X, {k} and {k} are bounded and f(x) is
twice continuously diRerentiable, there exist J01 ¿ 0 and J02 ¿ 0 such that
‖k+1‖∞6 J01 + ( J02 + <k)Ik :
Since the strict complementarity of problem (1.1) holds and Ik → 0 it is clear that from (3.4)
to (3.5) and ‖Mk‖6 0M ∀k:
lim
k→∞
<k =+∞:
Eq. (3.33) means that we conclude that
lim
k→∞
tk =+∞: (3.37)
By the condition on the strictly feasible stepsize k ∈ (0; 1], for some 0¡0 ¡ 1 and k − 1 =
O(‖sk‖2), limk→∞ k = 1, comes from limk→∞ sk = 0.
If (3.33) holds, we have that when tk is given in (2.41)
tk 9 0: (3.38)
We now 4rst prove that if
Ik6min
{
9
 
;
04(1− 5)
J-(m+ 1)max{b; b̂}
;
0(1− 5)
J-(m+ 1)max{b; b̂}
;
(
b+
1
 
)−1
9
}
; (3.39)
where b̂=max{‖∇2f(x)‖; ‖∇2ci(x)‖; i= 1; : : : ; m, ∀x∈X}, then tk = 1 must satisfy the rule (2.40),
that is,
F(xk ; J-)6F(xl(k); J-) + 5/′k(tk): (3.40)
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If the above formula is not true, we have
F(xk ; J-)¿Fk(xl(k); J-) + 5/′k(tk)¿F(xl(k); J-) + 5/
′
k(tk): (3.41)
Because f(x) and ci(x); i = 1; : : : ; m are twice continuously diRerentiable, we have that
f(xk + sk)− fk =∇fTk sk + 12 sTk∇2f(xk + 4isk)sk ;
ci(xk + sk)− ci(xk) =∇ci(xk)Tsk + 12 sTk∇2ci(xk + 4isk)sk ;
where 4; 4i ∈ (0; 1); i = 1; : : : ; m. Therefore, (3.41) means that
(1− 5)/′k(tk) + 12 sTk
{
∇2f(xk + 4sk) +
m∑
i=1
J-∇2ci(xk + 4isk)
}
sk ¿ 0
for which we can get
(1− 5)/′k(tk) + 12 J-(m+ 1)b̂‖sk‖2 ¿ 0: (3.42)
If (3.41) holds, we have that either
− 04(1− 5)min
{
Ik ;
9
b
}
+ J-(m+ 1)b̂I2k ¿ 0 (3.43)
or
− (1− 5)0min
{
Ik
 
; 9
}
+ J-(m+ 1)b̂I2k ¿ 0 (3.44)
holds. If (3.43) holds, using
Ik6
04(1− 5)9
(m+ 1) J-max{b; Jb}6
9
b
:
We have that
[− 04j(1− 5) + J-(m+ 1)b̂Ik]Ik ¿ 0:
This means that as Ik ¿ 0
049(1− 5)¡ J-(m+ 1)b̂Ik (3.45)
which contradicts (3.39). Similar to (3.43), we have that if (3.44) holds, then
09(1− 5)¡ J-(m+ 1)b̂Ik (3.46)
which also contradicts (3.39).
From the above, we see that if (3.39) holds, then the step size tk = 1 given in (2.40), that is
hk = sk . So, (3.40) is true.
If (3.30) holds, that is,
‖c(xk)‖+ |∇fTk gk |1=2¿ 29; k = 1; 2; : : :
then we have that at least one of the inequalities |∇fTk gk |1=2¿ 9 and ‖ck‖¿ 9 is true. If
|∇fTk gk |1=2¿ 9, then taking JI(9) = (b+ 1= )−19, we have
Ik6 JI(9)6
(
bk +
1
 k
)−1
96
9
bk
6
|∇fTk gk |1=2
bk
:
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Hence, we have that by (3.21), without loss of generality  ¿ 1,
Predk(sk)6− 052 9Ik6−
05
2 
9Ik : (3.47)
On the other hand, if ‖ck‖¿ 9, then also taking JI(9) = (b+ 1= )−16 (bk + 1= k)−19, we get
Ik6
(
bk +
1
 k
)−1
96  k96  k‖ck‖:
Hence, taking ‖ck‖¿ 9 in (3.21), we have also that Predk(sk)6 − (05=2 )9Ik , which means that
(3.47) also holds.
By Lemma 3.7, we have that set 7k
def=Aredk(dk)=Predk(dk):
|7k − 1|= |Aredk(sk)− Predk(sk)||Predk(sk)| =
O(‖sk‖2)
(05=2 )9Ik
→ 0 as Ik → 0:
We conclude that the entire sequence {7k} converges to unity. 7̂k¿ 7k → 1 implies that is not
decreased for su$ciently large k and hence {Ik} is bounded away from zero. Thus, {Ik} cannot
converge to zero.
Therefore, similar to (3.38), we have also that when tk is given in (2.41):
tk 9 0:
Furthermore, the acceptance rule (2.40) means that, for large k
F
(
xk +
tk
!
sk ; J-
)
− F(xk ; J-)¿F
(
xk +
+k
!
sk ; J-
)
− F(xl(k); J-)¿ 5 tk! /
′
k(tk):
Since
F(xk +
tk
!
sk ; J-)− F(xk ; J-) = tk! /
′
k(tk) + o
( tk
!
‖sk‖
)
we have
(1− 5) tk
!
/′k(tk) + o
( tk
!
‖sk‖
)
¿ 0: (3.48)
Dividing (3.48) by (tk =!)‖sk‖ and noting /′k(tk)6 0, we have
lim
k→+∞
/′k(tk)
‖sk‖ = 0: (3.49)
Similar to prove Pred(sk)6 − 04=2 9Ik , from (3.20) and (3.47), we also prove /′k(tk)6
− (04=2 )9Ik . Hence,
lim
k→+∞
Ik
‖sk‖ = 0
which contradicts ‖sk‖6 2Ik and hence the conclusion of the theorem is true.
4. Local convergence
Theorem 3.8 indicates that at least one limit point of {xk} is a stationary point. In this section
we shall 4rst extend this theorem to a stronger result and the local convergence rate, but it requires
more assumptions.
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Assumption A4. The solution x∗ of problem (1.1) satis4es the strong second-order su$cient condi-
tion, that is, let the columns of Z∗ denote an orthonormal basis for the null space of
[
AT∗
Q
0
−D1=2∗
]
,
then there exists +¿ 0 such that
pT(ZT∗G∗Z∗)p¿ +‖p‖2 ∀p (4.1)
where G∗
def=
[
∇2xxl(x∗ ;∗ ;∗)
0
0
C∗
]
.
Assumption A5. Let Gk
def=
[
∇2xxl(xk ;k ;k)
0
0
Ck
]
, and Hk
def=
[
Bk 0
0 Ck
]
lim
k→∞
‖(Mk − ZkGkZTk )sk‖
‖sk‖ = 0: (4.2)
This means that for large k:
sTk ZkGkZ
T
k sk = s
T
k Mksk + o(‖sk‖2):
Let the columns of Z∗ denote an orthonormal basis for the null space of
[
AT∗
Q
0
−D1=2∗
]
, since D1=2∗ d̂∗=
Qd∗, (d∗; d̂∗) = Z∗p;p∈Rn+m and d̂T∗C∗d̂∗ = 0, we get that from d̂k = D−1=2k A2dk :
dTk Wkdk = d
T
k Bkdk + o(‖dk‖2):
Similar to proof of Theorem 4.5 in [19], we can also prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that Assumptions A1–A5 hold, we have that
|Aredk(sk)− Predk(sk)|= o(‖dk‖2) + o(‖vk‖2): (4.3)
Theorem 4.2. Assume that Assumptions A1–A5 hold. Let {xk} be a sequence generated by the al-
gorithm. If the strict complementarity of problem (1.1) holds and the rate for inequality constraints
satis6es
@∗
def=min
{
qTi d∗
qTi s∗
∣∣∣∣ qTi d∗qTi s∗ ¿ 0; i = 1; : : : ; l
}
¿ 0
(with @∗ =+∞ if qTi d∗=qTi s∗6 0, for all i) at every limit point of {xk}, then sk → 0.
Proof. By (3.2) and (4.2), we get
∇fTk dk =
(
ZTk
(∇fk
0
))T( dzk
d̂zk
)
= −[(dzk)T(d̂zk)T](Mk + <kI)
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
6−[(dzk)T(d̂zk)T]Mk
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
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= −[(dzk)T(d̂zk)T]ZTk GkZk
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
+ o(‖dzk‖2 + ‖d̂zk‖2)
6− +
4
(‖dk‖2 + ‖d̂k‖2): (4.4)
Therefore, from (4.4) and
[
dk
d̂k
]
= Zk
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
and d̂k = D
−1=2
k Qdk , we get that for all large k
∇fTk dk6−
+
4
‖dk‖2: (4.5)
Similar to proof (3.20) of Lemma 3.6, we have
/′k(tk)6−
+
4
‖dk‖2 − 0‖ck‖min
{
‖ck‖; Ik 
}
: (4.6)
From 0¡+k6min{1;Ik =‖Ak(ATk Ak)−1ck‖}, and ‖vk‖6 +k‖Ak(ATk Ak)−1‖‖ck‖6  k‖ck‖6  ‖ck‖,
we have that from (4.5)
/′k(tk)6−
+
4
‖dk‖2 − 0min
{‖vk‖
 
;
‖vk‖
 
}
6− 06(‖dk‖2 + ‖vk‖2); (4.7)
where 06
def=min{+=4; 0= }.
According to the acceptance rule (2.40) in step 7, we have
F(xl(k); J-)− F(xk + sk ; J-)¿− tk5/′k(tk)¿ 506tk(‖dk‖2 + ‖vk‖2): (4.8)
Similar to the proof of Theorem in [8], we have that for su$cient large k the sequence {F(xl(k)); J-}
is nonincreasing for all k, and therefore {F(xl(k)); J-} is convergent.
Eq. (4.8) means that
F(xl(k); J-)6F(xl(l(k)−1); J-)− tl(k)−1506(‖dl(k)−1‖2 + ‖vl(k)−1‖2): (4.9)
That sequence {F(xl(k); J-)} is convergent means
lim
k→∞
tl(k)−1(‖dl(k)−1‖2 + ‖vl(k)−1‖2) = 0: (4.10)
Similar to the proof of Theorem in [8], we can also obtain that
lim
k→∞
F(xl(k); J-) = lim
k→∞
F(xk ; J-): (4.11)
Eqs. (4.8) and (4.11) imply that
lim
k→∞
tk(‖dk‖2 + ‖vk‖2) = 0:
Assume that there exists a subsequence K ⊆ {k} such that
lim
k→∞; k∈K
(‖dk‖2 + ‖vk‖2)¿ 0 (4.12)
which means
lim
k→∞; k∈K
tk = 0: (4.13)
Assume that tk given in step 7 is the stepsize to the boundary of inequality constraints along sk .
Since the condition of theorem holds there exists a constant @∗¿ 0 such that for all large k, the
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rate @k for inequality constraints along sk and dk satis4es @k¿ 12 @∗. Similarly to prove (3.36), we
can obtain that for some j = 1; : : : ; l,
tk =−q
T
i xk − bj
qTi sk
=−q
T
j xk − bj
qTj dk
qTj dk
qTj sk
¿
@∗
2
<k + |jk+1|
|jk+1|
¿
@∗
2
<k + |jk+1|
‖k+1‖∞ ;
limk→∞; k∈K tk =0 and ‖k+1‖∞ bounded imply limk→∞ <k =0 and limk→∞ jk+1=0. Hence, k+1=
Nk+1 and 
i
k+1 → 0 when <k=0. So, (Nk+1)j=jk+1 → 0, as jk+1 → 0. Since the strict complementarity
of problem (1.1) holds at every limit point of {xk}, i.e., |qTj xk − bj|¿ 12 (|jk+1| + |qTj xk − bj|)¿ 0,
for all large k, j = 1; : : : ; l the acceptance stepsize given in boundary (2.41), limk→∞ tk = 0. So,
tk → 0 is only given in the 4rst condition (2.40) of step 7.
The acceptance rule (2.40) means that, for large enough k:
F
(
xk +
+k
!
dk; J-
)
− F(xk ; J-)¿5tk! /
′
k(tk): (4.14)
Similarly to prove (3.49) we have that from (4.7):
06 lim
k→∞
/′k(tk)
‖sk‖ 6 limk→∞ − 06
‖dk‖2 + ‖vk‖2
‖sk‖ = limk→∞− 06‖sk‖6 0: (4.15)
From (4.15), we have that
lim
k→∞; k∈K
‖sk‖= 0;
which contradicts (4.12). Therefore, we have that
lim
k→∞
‖sk‖= 0: (4.16)
Lemma 4.2. If Assumptions A1–A5 hold and the strict cmplementarity of problem (1.1) holds and
the rate for inequality constraints satis6es @∗¿ 0 at every limit point of {xk}, then for su0ciently
large k, tk ≡ 1 in (2.40) and (2.41).
Proof. By the expansions:
f(xk + sk)− fk =∇fTk sk + 12 sTk (∇2xxfk)sk + o(‖sk‖‖dk‖)
and
(xk + sk)Tc(xk + sk)− Tk ck
=Tk A
T
k sk +
1
2 s
T
k
m∑
i=1
k; i∇2xxci(xk)sk + [(xk + sk)− k]T(ck + ATk sk) + o(‖sk‖2)
=Tk A
T
k sk +
1
2 s
T
k
m∑
i=1
k; i∇2xxci(xk)sk + [(xk + sk)− k]T(ck + ATk sk) + o(‖sk‖2):
By (4.2), and
sTk Wksk = d
T
k Wkdk + 2d
T
k Wkvk + v
T
k Wkvk (4.17)
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we have that
‖sTk Wksk − dTk Bkdk‖6 2!k‖sk‖‖dk‖+ o(‖sk‖2);
where !k given in Assumption A2:
∇fTk dk =
(
ZTk
(∇fk
0
))T( dzk
d̂zk
)
= −[(dzk)T(d̂zk)T](Mk + <kI)
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
6−[(dzk)T(d̂zk)T]Mk
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
= −dTk Bkdk − d̂Tk Ckd̂k :
So, ∇fTk dk + dTk Bkdk6 0 by −d̂Tk Ckd̂k6 0. By the de4nitions of F(x; -) and /′k(1), and (4.2):
F(xk + dk; -k)− F(xk ; -k)− 5/′k(1)
=∇fTk sk − Tk ATk sk − (QTk)Tsk + [(xk + sk)− k]T(ck + ATk sk)
+ [(xk + sk)− k]TQsk + 12 sTk Wksk + ‖ck + ATk sk‖2 − ‖ck‖2 + o(‖sk‖2)
− 5{∇fTk sk − Tk ATk sk − (QTk)Tsk + [(xk + sk)− k]T(Qxk − b)
+ [(xk + dk)− k]Tck − 2-k(ATk sk)ck}
6 ( 12 − 5)∇fTk dk + (1− 5)lk‖ck‖ ‖dk‖+ 12 [∇fTk dk + dTk Bkdk]
+ 12 [s
T
k Wksk − dTk Bkdk]− -k[1− 25]‖ck‖2 + o(‖sk‖2)
6− +
4
‖dk‖2 + (1− 5)‖ck‖ ‖sk‖
+2!k‖vk‖ ‖dk‖ − -k[1− 25]‖ck‖2 + o(‖dk‖2)
6− ( 12 − 5)
+
2
‖dk‖2 + l̂k‖ck‖ ‖dk‖ − [-k(1− 25)−  klk]‖ck‖2 + o(‖sk‖2); (4.18)
where l̂k = (1− 5)lk + 2!k and the last inequality holds because of
‖vk‖6 +k‖Ak(ATk Ak)−1‖ ‖ck‖6  k‖ck‖:
We consider two following possible cases, ‖ Jvk‖6Ik , i.e., +k = 1 and ‖ Jvk‖¿Ik , i.e., +k =
‖Ak(ATk Ak)−1ck‖¡ 1 where Jvkdef= − Ak(ATk Ak)−1ck .
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(a) If ‖ Jvk‖6Ik , we have that from (4.18)
F(xk + dk; -k)− F(xk ; -k)− 5/′k(1)
6− +(1− 25)
4
‖dk‖2 + l̂k‖ck‖‖dk‖ −
[
-k
1− 25
2
−  k l̂k
]
‖ck‖2 + o(‖sk‖‖dk‖): (4.19)
We now show that the sum of the 4rst three terms on the right-hand side is nonpositive.
If ‖ck‖ = 0, i.e., +k = 1 this conclusion is obvious. Assuming ‖ck‖ = 0. Dividing the 4rst three
terms by ‖ck‖2 and let 9k = ‖sk‖=‖ck‖, we have
q(9k)
def= − (
1
2 − 5)+
2
92k + l̂k 9k − [-(1− 25)−  k l̂k]:
When 9maxk = 2̂lk=(1− 25), this function attains its maximum value:
qmax =
l̂2k
(1− 25)+ − [-k(1− 25)−  k l̂k]:
As now -k¿  k l̂k =(1− 25) +  kl2k =(1− 25), q(·) is always nonpositive.
We now consider the second possible case.
(b) ‖ Jvk‖¿Ik , i.e., +k ¡ 1. We have that  k‖ck‖= ‖Ak(ATk Ak)−1‖‖ck‖¿ ‖ Jvk‖¿Ik . By (4.18),
we have that
F(xk + dk; -k)− F(xk ; -k)− 5/′k(1)
6− (1− 5)
2
‖dk‖2 + l̂k‖ck‖ ‖sk‖ − [-k(1− 25)−  k l̂k] Ik k ‖ck‖+ o(‖dk‖ ‖sk‖): (4.20)
As now -k¿  k l̂k =(1− 25), the right-hand side of (4.19) is always nonpositive.
Combing (4.18) and (4.19), we have proved that
F(xk + dk; -k)− F(xk ; -k)6 5/′(1):
Because of
F(xk + dk; -k)− F(xl(k); -l(k))6F(xk + dk; -k)− F(xk ; -k)6 5/′(1);
we have that for su$ciently large k, tk ≡ 1 in (2.40).
Since the condition of theorem holds, there exist a constant @∗¿ 0 such that for all large k, the
rate @k for inequality constraints along sk and dk satis4es @k¿ 12 @∗. Hence, |qTj xk−bj|¿ 12 (|jk+1|+
|qTj xk − bj|)¿ 0. Similarly to prove (3.36), by Assumption A5, we have that sk → 0. Therefore, the
strict complementarity of problem (1.1) holds at every limit point of {xk}, from the de4nition tk
given in (2.41), tk → +∞. From above proofs, we get the conclusions of the theorem.
Lemma 4.3. Assume that Assumptions A4 and A5 hold, we have that
Predk(sk)6−+4 ‖dk‖
2 + lk‖ck‖ · (‖dk‖+ ‖vk‖)
− -‖ck‖min
{
‖ck‖; Ik k
}
+ o(‖dk‖ · ‖sk‖): (4.21)
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Proof. From (3.4) and (4.2):
−[∇fTk dk + 12 dTk (Bk + QTD−1=2k CkD−1=2k Q)dk]
=−
(ZTk
[∇fk
0
])T [ dzk
d̂zk
]
+ 12 ((d
z
k)
T(d̂zk)
T)Mk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
=((dzk)
T(d̂zk)
T)[ 12 Mk + <kI ]
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
¿ 12 ((d
z
k)
T(d̂zk)
T)ZTk HkZk
(
dzk
d̂zk
)
+ o(‖(dzk ; d̂zk)‖2)
¿
+
4
‖dk‖2 + o(‖dk‖2): (4.22)
On the other hand, by the de4nitions of Lk and lk , we have
1
2 [(xk + dk)− k]TATk sk − [(xk + sk)− k]T(ck + 12 ATk sk)
6 2Lk‖sk‖ · ‖ck‖
6 lk‖ck‖(‖dk‖+ ‖vk‖):
From (3.4) and the boundary on {‖Bk‖}, we have that |∇fTk gk |1=2 = O(‖dk‖). Similarly to prove
Lemma 3.5, by the assumption we can also obtain that
1
2 [(xk + dk)− k]TQsk − [(xk + sk)− k]T(Qxk − b+ 12 Qsk)
=o(|∇fTk gk |1=2‖sk‖)6 l˜k‖sk‖ · ‖dk‖:
Substituting these results into (2.35), we obtain conclusion (4.21).
Lemma 4.4. Assume that Assumptions A1–A5 hold. There exists 07 ¿ 0 such that
Predk(sk)6− 07 · ‖sk‖2: (4.23)
Proof. Similar to the proofs of Lemma 3.6 and (4.20), we get also that
Predk(sk)6− +4 ‖dk‖
2 − 05‖ck‖min
{
‖ck‖; Ik 
}
6− 07(‖dk‖2 + ‖vk‖2);
where 07 = min{+=4; 05=2 }, which means that the conclusion of the theorem holds.
Theorem 4.5. Assume that Assumptions A4 and A5 hold. Let {xk} be a sequence generated by
the algorithm. If the strict complementarity of problem (1.1) holds and the rate for inequality
constraints satis6es @∗¿ 0 at every limit point of {xk}, then
lim
k→∞
{‖c(xk)‖+ |∇fTk gk |1=2}= 0: (4.24)
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Proof. Assume that there are an 91 ∈ (0; 1) and a subsequence {|∇fTmigmi |1=2+‖cmi‖} of {|∇fTk gk |1=2+‖ck‖} such that for all mi; i = 1; 2; : : :,
|∇fTmigmi |1=2 + ‖cmi‖¿ 291: (4.25)
Theorem 3.8 guarantees the existence of another subsequence {|∇fTni gni |1=2 + ‖cni‖} such that
|∇fTk gk |1=2 + ‖ck‖¿ 292 for mi6 k ¡ni (4.26)
and
|∇fTni gni |1=2 + ‖cni‖6 292 (4.27)
for an 92 ∈ (0; 91).
From Theorem 4.2, we have that limk→∞ ‖sk‖= 0, and hence limk→∞ ‖dk‖= 0. Since the strict
complementary of problem (1.1) holds, we have that by the de4nition of tk given in (2.48), similarly
to prove (3.36), for su$ciently large k, tk → +∞. Further, by the condition on the strictly feasible
step size k − 1 = O(‖sk‖) and limk→∞ sk = 0, we have that limk→∞ k = 1.
Furthermore, from Lemma 4.2, we have that the step size t ≡ 1, i.e., hk = sk for large enough i
and mi6 k ¡ li. From (3.8) and (4.2), we can obtain
∇fTk dk + dTk (Bk + QTD−1=2k CkD−1=2k Q)dk =−<kdTk dk6 0
dTk (∇2fk − Bk − QTD−1=2k CkD−1=2k Q)dk + d̂Tk Ckd̂k = dTk ZTk (Gk − Hk)Zkdk = o(‖dk‖2):
By (4.2), we know that from d̂Tk Ckd̂k → d̂T∗C∗d̂∗ = 0. Similar to the proofs of Lemma 4.4, we get
also that for large enough i; mi6 k ¡ li:
Pred(sk)6− +4 ‖dk‖
2 − 0‖ck‖min
{
‖ck‖; Ik 
}
6− 07(‖dk‖2 + ‖vk‖2); (4.28)
where 07 = min{+=4; 05= }.
As sk = hk , for large i; mi6 k ¡ li, we obtain that
7̂k¿ 7k =
Ared(hk)
Pred(hk)
= 1 +
Ared(hk)− Pred(hk)
Pred(hk)
¿ 1− o(‖sk‖
2)
07‖sk‖2 ¿ 72: (4.29)
This means that for large i; mi6 k ¡ni:
−Ared(hk)¿− 72Pred(hk)¿− 7207‖sk‖2:
From ‖xk+1 − xk‖6 2Ik , it follows that for su$ciently large i:
F(xk ; J-)− F((xk + hk ; J-) =−Ared(hk)¿ 08‖xk+1 − xk‖2;
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where 08 = 7207. We then deduce from this bound that for i su$ciently large:
‖xmi − xni‖26
ni−1∑
k=mi
‖xk − xk+1‖2 =
ni−1∑
k=mi
‖sk‖2
6
1
08
ni−1∑
k=mi
F(xk ; J-)− F((xk + hk ; J-)
=
1
08
[
F(xmi ; J-)− F((xni ; J-)
]
:
Therefore, (4.11) implies that F(xmi ; J-) − F((xni ; J-) tends to zero as i tends to in4nity, and hence
‖xmi − xni‖ tends to zero as i tends to in4nity. By continuity of the gradient ∇f(x), c(x) and g(x),
we thus deduce that ‖∇f(xni)Tgni |1=2 − |∇f(xmi)Tgmi |1=2| and ‖cni − cmi‖ also all tend to zero and
therefore ‖∇f(xli)Tgli |1=2− |∇f(xmi)Tgmi |1=2|+ ‖cni − cmi‖6 92 for i su$ciently large. Finally, from
(4.26) to (4.27) and for {mi}:
2916 |∇fTmigmi |1=2 + ‖cmi‖
6 ‖∇fTmigmi |1=2| − |∇fTli gli |1=2|+ |∇fTni gni |1=2 + ‖cni − cmi‖+ ‖cni‖
6 92 + 292;
we get 916 32 92, i.e., a contradiction for any 92 ∈ (0; 91). Hence no subsequence satisfying (4.25)
can exist, and the theorem is proved.
We now discuss the convergence rate for the proposed algorithm. For this purpose, it is shown
that for large enough k, the step size tk ≡ 1, and there exists Î¿ 0 such that Ik¿ Î.
Theorem 4.5. Assume that Assumptions A1–A6 hold and the strict complementarity of problem
(1.1) holds and the rate for inequality constraints satis6es @∗¿ 0 at every limit point of {xk}.
For su0ciently large k, then the step tk ≡ 1 and the trust region constraint is inactive, that is,
there exists Î¿ 0 such that Ik¿ Î, ∀k¿K ′, where K ′ is a large enough index.
Proof. Let the step size scalar tk be given in (2.48) along sk to the inequality boundary (2.41).
Since the strict complementarity of problem (1.1) holds at every limit point of {xk}, similarly, we
can obtain that tk → +∞. Similarly, we can also get that k → 1, as sk → 0.
On the other hand, from Lemma 4.2, we can also obtain that at the kth iteration, tk ≡ 1, given in
(2.41), which means that the step size tk ≡ 1, i.e., hk = sk for large enough k.
By Assumptions A1–A5, we can obtain that from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.4:
|7k − 1|= |Ared(hk)− Pred(hk)||Pred(hk)| =
o(‖dk‖2 + ‖vk‖2)
07‖sk‖2 : (4.30)
Hence, (4.30) and Assumptions A1–A5 mean that 7k → 1. Hence there exists Î¿ 0 such that
when ‖dk‖6 Î, ‖vk‖6 Î, 7̂k¿ 7k¿ 72, and therefore, Ik+1¿Ik . As hk → 0, there exists an
index K ′ such that ‖dk‖6 Î; ‖vk‖6 Î whenever k¿K ′. Thus Ik¿I, ∀k¿K ′. The conclusion
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of the theorem holds if the projected reduced quasi-Newton step is instead of the projected reduced
Newton step.
Theorem 4.5 means that the local convergence rate for the proposed algorithm depends on the
reduced Hessian of objective function at x∗ and the local convergence rate of the step dk . If dk be-
comes projected the quasi-Newton step, then the sequence {xk} generated by the algorithm converges
x∗ superlinear (see, [4,10,18]).
Theorem 4.6. Assume that Assumptions A1–A3 and A5 hold. Let {xk} ⊂ Rn be a sequence gen-
erated by the proposed algorithm. If the following inequality:
F(xk + tksk ; -k)
6F(xl(k); -l(k)) + tk5{/′k(tk) + 12 dTk (Bk + QTD−1=2k CkD−1=2k Q)dk} (4.31)
is instead of (2.40) in step 7 of the algorithm, then ZT∗M∗Z∗ is positive semide6nite, where x∗ is
a limit point of {xk} which is the strict complementary holds at x∗ and where the columns of Z∗
denote an orthonormal basis for the null space of
[
AT∗
Q
0
−D1=2∗
]
.
Remark. Assumption A4 is not required in this theorem.
Proof. By (3.4), we get that from ZTk HkZk + <kI =Mk + <kI being positive semide4nite:
J k(dzk ; d̂
z
k) = −
[
∇fTk dk +
1
2
dTk (Bk + Q
TD−1=2k CkD
−1=2
k Q)dk
]
= −
(ZTk
(∇fk
0
))T( dzk
d̂zk
)
+
1
2
[(dzk)
T(d̂zk)
T]Mk
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
=
1
2
[(dzk)
T(d̂zk)
T](ZTk HkZk + <kI)
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
+
<k
2
(‖dzk‖2 + ‖d̂zk‖2)
¿
<k
2
(‖dzk‖2 + ‖d̂zk‖2): (4.32)
First we consider the case when lim inf k→0 <k=0. Let min(ZTk HkZk) denote the minimum eigenvalue
of ZTk HkZk . By Lemma 2.1, Mk + <kI is positive semide4nite. So, <k¿max{−<min(Mk); 0}. By
Assumption 5, we get
((dzk)
T(d̂zk))
TMk
[
dzk
d̂zk
]
= (dzk)
T(d̂zk)
T
(
ZTk
[
Wk 0
0 Ck
]
Zk
)[
dzk
d̂zk
]
+ o(‖dzk‖+ ‖d̂zk‖):
It is clear that when lim inf k→∞ <k = 0 there must exist a limit point x∗ at which ZT∗
[
W∗
0
0
C∗
]
Z∗
is positive semide4nite.
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Now we prove by contradiction that lim inf k→∞ <k = 0. Assume <k¿ j¿ 0, for all k su$ciently
large. By (4.32) instead of (4.4), similarly to prove (4.6) and (4.8), we have that from <k(‖dzk‖ +
‖d̂zk‖) = <kIk :
F(xl(k); J-)6F(xl(l(k)−1); J-)− tl(k)−1 52 jI2k + o(I2k): (4.33)
So, similarly to prove (4.12) and (4.13), we have also that either
lim
k→∞
tl(k)−1 = 0 (4.34)
or
lim
k→∞
Il(k)−1 = 0 (4.35)
which implies that similarly to prove (4.15)
lim
k→∞
Ik = 0: (4.36)
If (4.36) holds and the strict complementary holds at x∗, similarly to prove (3.36), we have that
there exists K such that
tk →k∈K +∞; (4.37)
where tk given in the step size to the boundary of linear inequality constraints along sk .
Similarly to prove (4.30), we have that {Ik} cannot converge to zero which contradicts (4.36).
From above, we have obtained that (4.35) is not true, then (4.34) must hold. Similarly to prove
(3.36), we have tk 9 0, when tk given in the step size to the boundary of the box constraints along
sk . So, we can also prove that {Ik} cannot convergent to zero which contradicts (4.34). Therefore,
the conclusion of the theorem is true.
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